SA  SUPPLY AIR
SALV  SALVAGE
SAMP  SAMPLE
SAN  SANITARY
SAT  SUSPENDED ACOUSTICAL TILE
SATC  SUSPENDED ACOUSTICAL TILE CEILING
SB  SPLASH BLOCK
SBS  STYRENE BUTADIEN STYRENE
SBSTR  SUBSTRATE
SC  SHADING COEFFICIENT OR SOLID CORE
SCH  SCHOOL
SCHED  SCHEDULE
SCHEM  SCHEMATIC
SCP  SCUPPER
SCRN  SCREEN
SCT  STRUCTURAL CLAY TILE
SCWD  SOLID CORE WOOD DOOR
SD  SHOP DRAWINGS, SMOKE DETECTOR, OR SOAP DISPENSER;
SDG  SIDING
SECT  SECTION
SEG  SEGMENT
SEL  SELECT
SEP  SEPARATE
SF  SQUARE FOOT (FEET)
SFTWD  SOFTWOOD
SGD  SLIDING GLASS DOOR
SGL  SINGLE
SHR  SHOWER
SHR HD  SHOWER HEAD
SHRD  SHOWER DRAIN
SHT  SHEET
SHT MTL FLASH  SHEET METAL (FLASHING)
SHTHG  SHEATHING
SHV  SHELVING
SIM  SIMILAR
SJ  SCORED JOINT
SJI  STEEL JOIST INSTITUTE
SK  SKETCH
SKLT  SKYLIGHT
SLD WDW  HORIZONTAL SLIDING WINDOW